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.  
 
The entire experience of  Wealth Management has become the deciding factor for the intelligent 
customers for the selection of  a Wealth Management company. Ingenetus understands and 
respects this need and over the years has changed the rules of  the industry. 
 
 
We at Ingenetus, do not measure success in terms of  square field sold or quantum invested but 
through the strong bonds that we build with clients over time. 
 
Our single window, end-end solutions ensure that your financial needs at every stage of  life are 
taken care of  and the entire process be it in terms of  Financial Instruments or Real Estate & Interior 
Design is made transparent and need based 
 
 
From buying, selling & renting a property to designing & implementing the interiors, and from 
Investment planning & portfolio management to Individual Loans & Corporate Lending, Ingenetus’s 
team of  experts are thoroughly proficient in taking care of  you’re A to Z requirements. 



. 
Wealth is achieved by design and not by accident, and having created the wealth, this legacy has to 
be preserved and passed on to the next generations. You need someone you can trust upon to 
handhold and guide you through the maze of  investments. 
 
You don’t choose a financial advisor casually, you entrust them with significant responsibility to 
protect your assets and help them grow. That’s a challenge in the best of  economic times, but 
demands real discipline and experience. We believe that wealth should be professionally managed, 
rather than left to chance.  
 
At Ingenetus we present you a team of  dedicated and experienced professionals to plan and take 
care of  your wealth management needs. Our advisors help create and protect the wealth of  affluent 
and high net worth individuals and corporates 
 
All the solutions are created with a client centric approach and are presented in a simplified 
manner. While we take care of  your wealth management requirements, you can indulge and “enjoy 
life”  



. 
Ingenetus came into existence with a view to simplify the world of  Finance & Real Estate. It has 
been seen that over a period of  time, clients have been presented with the most complex 
structures, for investments, which neither they understood nor was it meant for them. 
 
 
It has been said that “investing is not about intellect, it’s about temperament”. So what is required is 
the right strategy of  investing rather than complex products. Rather than host of  complex 
information, simple solutions is the need of  hour. 
 
 
At Ingenetus we are committed to help you achieve financial piece of  mind with financial planning 
with clearly defined objectives and disciplined execution. Our financial advisers will assist you to 
manage your wealth, plan your retirement and structure your assets efficiently. 
	



. 
We advise clients in all aspects of  finance and our expertise also lies in the areas of  debt, equity 
and transaction advisory. The firm rests on its strong and professional leadership that has an in-
depth understanding of  key business drivers. Our management excels in domain knowledge, capital 
syndication alternatives with remarkable transaction execution capabilities and have established 
network with leading private equity funds, banks & financial institutions. 
 
 
Managed by expert financial advisors and experienced professionals, Ingenetus Consultants offers 
comprehensive financial solution to meet the diverse needs of  today’s requirements. Our expertise 
and experience has enabled us to provide effective, customer friendly solutions for smart investors 
in all budget segments. With the skilled and experienced professionals at the helm of  affairs of  each 
of  the department, we have been able to provide supreme services in the field of  finance. 
 
 
Our success as mortgage advisor is attributed to the experience, expertise and in-depth training 
our team undergoes. Our unrelenting passion to give the best service at all times has given 
instrumental growth to other segments. 
 
 
 
 
 



       Our Values 
 
•  INTEGRITY & RESPECT: Our foremost 

standards of  conduct   

•  MENTORSHIP: Attract and develop the most 
talented professionals  

•  CLIENT SATISFACTION: To ensure that 
customer satisfaction is fundamental to the 
business 

•  TRANSPARENCY & TRUST: To ensure 
transparent deals for our growth and wealth 
enhancement of  the investor. We must conduct 
our business fairly, with honesty and 
transparency 

•  STANDARDS: We must constantly strive to 
achieve the highest standards in our work and 
in the quality of  the services we provide  

      Our Vision  

 
•  To be the most preferred entity for Financial 

Planning decisions providing the most 
innovative end-end services on a constant 
basis  to our clients. 

   Our Mission 
 
•  To mobilize and deliver our vast knowledge, 

resources and talent on behalf  of  our 
clients and to enable them to make the most 
informed Financial Planning decisions. 





Why	Us??	

Ingenetus Consultants was started with an objective of doing things differently in the various fields 
of financial planning & Wealth Management which have been present in the Indian Economy and to 
bring variety of products linked to financial management  to the customer under one roof. 

We broadly classify our services under three categories: 
 

1.   Financial Market Instruments: This includes consultancy services in Mutual Funds, Bonds, 
IPO’s, , Stock Trading etc., Life Insurance, General Insurance(Health, Auto, Home, Business 
etc.), Loans(Home Loan, Loan Against Property, Loan Against Shares, Personal Loan, Vehicle 
Loan etc.) & Corporate Lending (CC Limits, OD Limits, Term Loans, PCFC, Unsecured Business 
Loans etc.). The objective behind recommending these products is to do actual financial 
planning and need based selling for our clients  rather than doing revenue management for 
ourselves. The objective is to suggest everything according to the risk profiles and the needs 
and requirements of our client than to push the products to the clients simply to manage our 
revenues. 

 

 



Why	Us??	

2.   Real Estate Consultancy: This includes Consultancy services in buying, selling, renting, leasing, 
collaboration of residential, commercial, retail and industrial properties and plots. The 
objective behind giving these services is to change the way the Real Estate Industry has been 
looked upon and has been working. We try to bring in more professionalism and more 
transparency in an industry which is renowned for being unorganised and opaque. Here again, 
we try to do need based selling and suggest products according to the needs and 
requirements, the budget and the risk appetite of the client. We do our research and analysis 
on the financials, past track records, market capitalization, market reputation etc. of various 
builders and their projects and then suggest only those projects that pass our set of criterions.  



Why	Us??	

3.   Interior Design Consultancy: We consider design as a necessary addition to anything and 
everything for improvement of  feel, style, comfort or attitude. We believe the key to creating a 
design scheme that surpasses client’s expectations is to ensure we understand what the client 
wants. A large amount of  time is spent at the start of  the project with the client understanding 
what they like and don’t like. We pride ourselves on presenting realistic and practical design 
solutions which enhance their way of  life. We want everyone to consider Interior design as 
something that makes them comfortable rather than what they consider as unusually expensive 
as per the orthodox point of  view. From understanding customer requirements fully to 
designing layouts to complete execution of  the required work, we get everything done for 
residential, corporate, retail or industrial clients . This includes feature addition, elements 
addition, proper utilization of  space etc. 







We provide Mutual Fund based advisory solutions to 
both our individual and corporate clients basis their 
liquidity requirement, their risk appetite etc. 

We analyse and study more than 500 Mutual Funds 
every month on certain parameters like Past Returns, 
Alpha, Beta, Sortino Ratio, Sharpe Ratio, Treynor Ratio, 
Standard Deviation, Modified Duration, Yield To 
Maturity etc. and shortlist only the top Mutual Funds 
that fit our selection criterion 

We have a wide range of products starting from low 
risk - low return to high risk - high return products and 
we are there with all the Asset Management 
Companies. 





We are also subject matter experts in Tax Free Bonds 
like HUDCO, NHAI etc., Capital Gain Bonds etc. as per 
the requirement of our clients. 

We advice our clients accordingly about the companies 
as and when they come up with their IPO and have 
dealt with Café Coffee Day and Indigo in the recent 
past. 

We also provide advisory on Stock trading for which we 
have tied up with ICICI Securities to provide the Demat 
platforms. 





We provide General Insurance products which include 
Health Insurance, Auto/Vehicle Insurance, Home 
Insurance, Home Loan Insurance, Stock Insurance, 
Fire Insurance,  Gadget Insurance etc. 

We have tied up with all the insurance to give our 
clients the best product which is available in the market 
basis his needs & requirements. 





We as a company, do not believe in ULIPs or traditional 
insurance policies which provide a life cover as well as 
investments options. We believe in keeping your 
investments separate and your insurance separate. 
Hence in our Life Insurance vertical, we only take care 
of term plans. 

We are empanelled with companies like LIC, ICICI 
Prudential Life Insurance, HDFC Life, Bajaj Allianz, 
Bharti Axa etc. for term plans. 





We provide lending based solutions for individuals, such as, Home 
Loan, Personal Loans, Auto Loans, Loan Against Properties etc.  

We are empanelled with companies like ICICI Bank, HDFC Bank, Axis 
Bank, Standard Chartered Bank,  Ratnakar Bank, Indiabulls, DHFL, 
EdelWeiss, Religare, Reliance, PNB Housing Finance, LIC Housing 
Finance, Fullerton etc. 

Here’s what Ingenetus Consultants promises you: 
 
•  Comprehensive solutions to meet the needs of  consumers when it 

comes for funds raising 
•  Funds on customer friendly terms to buy or mortgage residential or 

commercial property, shares, gold etc.., Working Capital & Project 
Funding 

•  Funds at the lowest interest rate and terms from multiple banks and 
financial institutions 

•  Expert advice to find various & best available funding options 
•  Professionals with over 10 years of  experience and expertise to guide 

you and avoid bottlenecks 
•  Accomplishing the task within stipulated time frame- Be it funding for 

a house or for a commercial project, we promise you on time delivery. 
•  We keep you posted at all stages- Regular reporting of  status updates 

via email and phone. 
•  Secure environment - We value the privacy of  your data. Information 

provided to us is kept strictly confidential. 

 





We are also experts in providing Corporate Lending from 
Banks like CC Limits, OD Limits, Term Loans, PCFC, 
Unsecured Business Loans etc.. 

Our Expertise lies in the fact that we get the best deals from 
a host of financial institutions in terms of the interest rate 
offered, the amount sanctioned and the processing fee 
charged 

We have tie ups with companies like ICICI Bank, HDFC 
Bank, IndusInd Bank, DCB, Ratnakar Bank, Bank of Baroda, 
Punjab National Bank, Canara Bank, Karnataka Bank, 
Syndicate Bank, SBI, Union Bank etc. 

 

Here’s what Ingenetus Consultants promises you: 
 
•  Comprehensive solutions to meet the needs of  consumers 

when it comes for funds raising 
•  Funds on customer friendly terms to buy or mortgage 

residential or commercial property, shares, gold etc., 
Working Capital & Project Funding 

•  Funds at the lowest interest rate and terms from multiple 
banks and financial institutions 

•  Expert advice to find various & best available funding 
options 

•  Professionals with over 10 years of  experience and 
expertise to guide you and avoid bottlenecks 

•  Accomplishing the task within stipulated time frame- Be it 
fund finding for a House or for a Big Project, we promise 
you on time delivery! 

•  We keep you posted at all stages- Regular reporting of  
status updates via email and phone. 

•  Secure environment- We value the privacy of  your data. 
Rest assured, we will never circulate your data with others. 

 





 

We have currently tied up with all the top banks such as 
ICICI Bank, Citibank etc. to cater to the credit card needs of  
our clients. 

 

Variants of  Credit Cards available: 

1.  Premium Credit Cards: ICICI Sapphiro, ICICI Rubyx etc. 

2.  Co-Branded Credit Cards: ICICI Jet Saphhiro, ICICI Jet 
Rubyx, ICICI Jet Coral, ICICI DMRC Unifare  etc. 

3.  Fuel Credit Cards: ICICI HPCL, Citibank IOC 

4.  Mid level Credit Cards: ICICI Coral, Citibank Reward etc. 

5.  Entry Level Credit Cards: ICICI Platinum Chip etc 

 





In Real Estate Consultancy we deal with the following 
services: 

•  Buying 

•  Selling 

•  Renting 

•  Landlord Representation 

•  Tenant Representation 

 

 

We deal in various types of  properties like 

•  Residential 

•  Commercial 

•  Retail 

•  Industrial 

•  Plot 

 

 





 
We do interior design projects under the brand name of Urban 
Upgrade Interiors.  
 
Urban Upgrade Interiors is a part of the same Umbrella of 
Ingenetus Consultants. We have expertise in both turnkey 
projects and design consultancy as well. 
 
 
We consider design as a necessary addition to anything and 
everything for improvement of  feel, style, comfort or attitude. 
We believe the key to creating a design scheme that surpasses 
client’s expectations is to ensure we understand what the 
client wants. A large amount of  time is spent at the start of  the 
project with the client understanding what they like and don’t 
like. We pride ourselves in presenting realistic and practical 
design solutions which enhance their way of  life. We want 
everyone to consider Interior design as something that makes 
them comfortable rather than what they consider as unusually 
expensive as per the orthodox point of  view. From 
understanding customer requirements fully to designing 
layouts to complete execution of  the required work, we get 
everything done for residential, corporate, retail or industrial 
clients . This includes feature addition, elements addition, 
proper utilization of  space etc. 
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Office	 Address	 	 Level-5,	 SREI	 Signature	 Tower,	 Plot	 No	 14A,	 Anath	 Road,	 Udyog	 Vihar,																																														

																											 			Sector	-18,	Gurgaon	-122015	
Landline	 		 	 		+91	124	670	7880		
Hand	Phone		 	 		+919899931887	
Fax	 	 	 	 		+91	124	670	7702	

		
Email		 	 	 	abhishek@ingenetus.com	
Website		 	 	 	www.ingenetus.com	
	
	

	 	 	 	Follow	us	at:	haps://www.facebook.com/IngenetusConsultants	
	 	 	 	 	 					haps://www.twiaer.com/Ingenetus	

	


